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electronic design ltd

The Peak Atlas Component Analyser – Customer Comments

“When I first saw the information about the Atlas, I wasn't exactly sceptical, but it certainly did
sound like a lot of tester for the money. Well it is.”

“I am obviously VERY impressed with the Atlas. I collect test equipment, and have a number of
transistor checkers, and a TEK Curve Tracer 7CT1 plug-in with my 7623B. The Atlas doesn't
obsolete my curve tracer, but it does pretty much outdo everything else!!!”

“I took a sample handful of semiconductors from my basement parts 'warehouse'. The Atlas
discerned EVERY one except the unijunction (UJT) transistor. Bipolar transistors, enhancement-
mode MOS, JFETs, germanium transistors, you name it... it defined them all”.

“I always consider that THE question for any unit I buy is: Would I buy it now that I have played
with it? The answer is "ABSOLUTELY YES!!!”

“I just thought I'd let you know that I received my Atlas and I'm very satisfied with it.”

“Just wanted to let you know my DCA55 arrived safely, well packed, no problems. I have only
done some brief tests with it so far, but have to congratulate you on a really great instrument and I
look forward to using it on upcoming projects.”

“What an amazing device it is. OK, I'm going back to attempting to fool this thing.”

“Amazing and useful little instrument like others have said. Reminds me lots of the AADE LC
Meter IIB but for transistors et al”

“A brilliant device, has made my life a lot easier. Keep up the good work.”

Full transcripts available on request.


